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For many years, Brent oil (a European grade) and West Texas Intermediate (WTI) oil, a US
grade, sold at close to the same price. Starting in January 2011, WTI price dropped below Brent,
at times by more than 20%.
When the price of WTI dropped, the prices of quite a few other grades of oil (especially in the
Midwest, but perhaps elsewhere) were affected as well. To get an idea of how much the overall
impact was, I compared the price refiners pay for oil to that of Brent and WTI (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Average refiners acquisition cost, Brent oil price, and WTI oil price, based on EIA
data.
I found that the drop in the prices refiners pay for crude oil prices is much more akin to the drop
a person would expect if 40% of crude were affected, than the small drop one would expect if only
WTI itself were affected. The price change during 2011 did not seem to be due to changes in
average viscosity or in sulfur content either.
Some of the types of crude that have been hit by lower prices are those from the Alberta.
Recently, there have been proposals by Canadian companies to try to fix the problem. Enbridge
announced that it is buying a 50% stake in the Seaway pipeline, and will reverse its direction, so
that it will carry crude oil southward, from Cushing to the Gulf, instead of northward, as soon as
the second quarter of 2012. In addition, TransCanada has announced the it wants to build the
segment of the Keystone XL pipeline from Cushing to the Gulf, possibly starting as soon as
January 2012.
The question now is what impact the proposed pipelines will have. Will they even out the
Brent/WTI price disparity, and, at the same time, cause the prices of other crudes, such as
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Canadian and Bakken crudes, to rise as well? Or will the pipeline adjustments fix only part of the
problem, and add new problems at the same time? In my view, the latter seems more likely, for
reasons I discuss in this post.
For those who are interested, I wrote a post in February giving more background, which can be
found here.
The problem isn’t Brent prices, it is WTI prices (and the prices that follow WTI)
Neither Brent nor WTI itself represents more than a tiny fraction of the world’s oil supply. One
question that has been raised is, “Is the Brent price high, or is WTI price low, or is it a
combination?” To look at this, I compared both prices to the world average oil price, as calculated
by the US Energy Information Administration, found here or here.

Figure 2. Comparison of WTI, Brent, and world average oil prices, based on EIA data.
The answer seems to be primarily that WTI has fallen relative to world oil prices. Figure 2 shows
that during 2010, both WTI and Brent prices tended to be a little higher than the world average
oil price. Starting shortly after the beginning of 2011, Brent rose about 1.5% relative to world oil
price–while WTI dropped below the world average oil price. The amount by which WTI declined
varies by month relative to the world average oil price. For the period graphed, WTI has
averaged 14.3% (or $15.75) lower than would be expected during 2011, based on the average
world old prices during 2011, and the 2010 relativity to average world oil price.
Refiners Costs are Much Lower than a Drop in WTI Prices by Itself would Suggest
To see if the lower WTI prices were actually translating to lower prices for refiners, I compared
“refiners acquisition cost” to Brent and WTI oil prices, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Average refiners acquisition cost, Brent oil price, and WTI oil price, based on EIA
data. (Repeat of Figure 1)
My conclusion was that refiners acquisition costs in 2011 have been significantly lower than
expected based on 2010 relationships–far lower than if the price adjustment related only to the
3% or so of oil that is actually WTI.
The amount of the difference between the actual average refiners cost and the expected average
costs varies by month, averaging about $6 lower for the 9 month period, meaning that the
average refiners cost of $100 during January to September, might have been $6 higher (or 14
cents a gallon higher), without the recent pricing shift. I checked to see if average viscosity or
sulfur content was changing in a way that might explain this change, and it was not (even though
we are importing somewhat more crude from Canada).
Gasoline prices seem to be following the lower US crude oil prices
I next reviewed the relationship between refiners’ acquisition cost and retail gasoline prices, to
see whether the relatively lower prices refiners are paying is being translated into lower gasoline
prices (Figure 4):

Figure 4. Relationship between average retail gasoline price and refiners acquisition costs,
based on EIA data.
Another way of looking at this is in terms of relativities to January 2010 prices, as shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Gasoline and Oil Prices Relative to January 2010, based on EIA data.
My conclusion from Figures 4 and 5 is that savings in refiners acquisition cost have (more or less)
been passed through to customers. This is too rough a comparison to say anything very precise,
but suggests that high refining margins that have been reported in the Midwest are being
balanced out by lower margins elsewhere.
Refiners are selling about 510 million barrels a month of finished products in the US, so the
savings of $6 barrel would amount to savings of $3 billion a month or $36 billion a year. The
savings to consumers would be about 14 cents a gallon, if these cost-savings are passed on to
consumers. This difference may not be enough to keep the US out of recession, but it provides at
least a small benefit, relative to paying full world oil prices.
The United States’ refiners’ relatively low-cost structure in 2011 may also help explain why the
US has become a net exporter of petroleum products this year, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Net imports of petroleum products. (Graph created by EIA.)
I was surprised to discover that the United States now even exports gasoline. In recent years, we
have imported gasoline from Europe and elsewhere. Our recent shift from importing to exporting
oil products tends to help our balance of trade problem.
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One reason that we export petroleum products is because the amount of petroleum products the
US makes (including blended-in ethanol) continues to rise each year, as shown in Figure 7, while
our own consumption has leveled off or is declining.

Figure 7. Products made by US refineries, including biofuels blended in afterwards. (Graph by
EIA.)
Will reversing a pipeline from Cushing to the Gulf fix the WTI/Brent differential?
It is not clear to me that either or both of the proposed pipeline changes (Seaway reversal and
new Keystone XL segment to the Gulf) will fix the refining problems currently being encountered.
One issue is that the Gulf Coast refineries are almost as full right now as the Midwest
refineries. For the year 2010, the average refinery utilization percentage for the Gulf Coast
(PADD 3) was 88.6%, compared to that of Midwest (PADD 2), at 88.7%. For 2011 through
August, the Gulf Coast is averaging 88.3%, while the Midwest is averaging 90.4%.
I can think of a couple of reasons why Midwest and Gulf Coast refinery utilization rates are
already be quite high:
(1) Demand for oil products is relatively high in the Midwest and South, compared to the East and
West Coasts, and oil is being refined as close to its desired end location as possible, and
(2) The Midwest and Gulf Coasts seem to have a disproportionate share of ”complex” refineries
that can handle heavy, sour crude, and these types of refineries seem to be more in demand.
Since Gulf Coast refineries are already close to maximum capacity, it is not clear that bringing oil
from the North will add much to the quantity of oil being refined by the US. It would seem as
thought the new southbound pipeline capacity may lead to a new pricing conflict–between the
oil coming from the North, and the oil that was previously being refined on the Gulf Coast. Oil
from the North, including oil from Canada, will need to compete head to head for refinery space
along the Gulf.
In such a case, it seems to me that the world will have closer to a level playing field with respect
to refineries competing for crude oil. Some oil will be diverted elsewhere with more capacity, such
as the East Coast or the Far East. Oil prices will tend to even out, so American refiners will pay
more, and will likely raise their prices of refined products, because of this. These higher prices will
reduce the quantity of oil Americans will buy, and may even cause recessionary influences. These
higher prices may also cause our refined products to be less competitive in the world market,
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reducing quantities sold and putting pressure on “crack” margins.

Figure 8. ENI refinery complexity chart
At this point, we don’t really know if there is adequate world capacity for rising production of
heavy-sour oil, because lack of southbound pipeline capacity from Cushing has kept the increased
amount of non-upgraded crude oil from Canada from the world refinery market. (See Figure 8 for
recent “complex” capacity by ENI.) If there is inadequate complex refinery capacity worldwide, it
will become apparent through a rising world-wide differential between heavy-sour and lightsweet crude price. If this differential should widen, the Canadian producers may not get the
benefit they are hoping from the southbound pipelines, even though the WTI/Brent spread may
drop to near zero.
Over time, one might expect additional Canadian crude to flow south, with the benefit of the new
southbound pipeline capacity. The one benefit of additional Canadian oil, even if it only displaces
crude from other sources, is that it is likely to be a longer-term stable source of supply than some
other sources of imported oil, such as Mexico, whose oil is rapidly declining, and Venezuela, which
is forming ties with China. Of course, Canada is itself an oil importer on its East Coast. If it loses
those imports, it may have more need for oil from Alberta itself.
Would a pipeline change help or hurt diesel fuel supply?
When we look at recent EIA graphs, we see rapidly dropping stocks of distillate fuel (which is used
for diesel and home heating), shown in Figure 9, below.
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Figure 9. EIA graph showing Total Distillate Fuel Stocks (Diesel + Heating Oil), as of November
16, 2011.
The problem is especially severe in PADD 2 (Midwest), shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. PADD 2 (Midwest) Distillate Fuel Stocks
We also read stories about diesel shortages in North Dakota (in the Midwest), such as: Diesel fuel
shortage is one of worst.
Somehow, it seems a little ironic that we are talking about turning around pipelines to send more
oil south to the Gulf Coast, when oil product shortages are occurring in the Midwest. When we
turn around pipelines, we may, for a time, end up operating Midwest oil refineries at a lower
percentage of capacity, adding to our lack of distillate in the Midwest, unless more refined oil
products are sent back to the Midwest after they are created elsewhere.
The issue here would seem to be at least partly price. What the US is doing is making a lot of
distillate fuel, and exporting a growing share of it. What we really need is higher US distillate fuel
prices, if we are to compete in the world distillate market. If US refined product prices are higher
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as a result of the pipeline change, it should help this problem, but as noted above, higher prices for
the consumer are not without difficulty–they can lead to declining purchases and even push the
economy toward recession.
This article originally appeared on Our Finite World.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
3.0 United States License.
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